PERSONAL INTERACTION INVENTORY

Directions:
Working across each horizontal row of four words, place a 4, 3, 2 or 1 in the space in front of each word. Numbers range from 4 being like you to 1 being least like you. Each word across must have a different number. You will end up with one 4, one 3, one 2 and one 1. Do not go 4 4 4 4 across... that will tell you nothing! i.e. Maybe the first word is a 3, second word is a 1, third word is a 2 and fourth word is a 4. Then go to the next line across. When you have written a number in the space in front of each word on each line across, total the columns vertically and write the total in the space at the bottom.

____ inventive ____ nurturing ____ outgoing ____ opinionated
____ creative  ____ adaptable ____ performer ____ direct
____ cautious ____ content ____ playful ____ risk-taker
____ perfectionist ____ indecisive ____ self-centered ____ power-oriented
____ law-abiding ____ good listener ____ high-spirited ____ self-directed
____ accepting ____ well-behaved ____ spontaneous ____ pragmatic
____ tolerant ____ sympathetic ____ enthusiastic ____ dominant
____ disciplined ____ easy mark ____ talkative ____ impatient
____ uninvolved ____ loyal ____ playful ____ decisive
____ practical ____ predictable ____ charismatic ____ outspoken
____ worry prone ____ silently stubborn ____ disorganized ____ calculating
____ restrained ____ even-tempered ____ colorful ____ quick
____ reliable ____ kind ____ social ____ assertive
____ conventional ____ gentle ____ optimistic ____ forceful
____ respectful ____ patient ____ fun-loving ____ strong-willed
____ self-critical ____ reluctant ____ mischievous ____ bossy
____ competent ____ neighborly ____ confidence ____ self-reliant
____ analytical ____ easy going ____ creative ____ action-oriented
____ judgmental ____ passive ____ impulsive ____ competitive
____ systematic ____ loyal ____ persuasive ____ adventuresome
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